BULL PROOFS

Widen the net

when selecting sires
The latest sire rankings have captured
twice runner up in the NMR/RABDF Gold
Cup competition and renowned pedigree
breeder James Tomlinson’s imagination
this time around.
TEXT RACHAEL PORTER

M

ore established sires, as well as those outside
the top 10, have caught Lancashire-based
producer James Tomlinson’s eye in the latest
sires rankings. Not least is the new number-one
daughter-proven Holstein, with a Profitable Lifetime
Index (£PLI) of £737, Westcoast Guarantee.
“This Boastful son is improving as daughters are added
to his proof and I’ve seen some of them. They’re big,
black and strong – very good looking,” says James.
He also passes on an excellent cross-section of health,
fertility and efficiency traits. These include –25 SCC
Index, –4 Mastitis Index, favourable maintenance feed
costs (–7), and excellent Fertility Index (+13.8). “His
type merit, at –0.83, and linear traits are below where
I’d ike to see them. But everything else is so good that
he’s hard to ignore.”
The only new entrant in the top 10 proven-bull list is
Westcoast Yamaska. This Afterburner son has a PLI of
£696, which confirms his young sire genomic credentials
as a components improver (+0.23% fat, +0.16% protein).
He also has the best TB Advantage in the top 20 proven
sires, at +4.9, and a Type Merit of +1.97. “But he’s a little
low on milk for me,” says James.
Third placed Welcome Silver Griff moves up from 10th
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position in April, transmitting outstanding weights of
fat and protein (49.4kg fat, 31.9kg protein) and earning
a PLI of £688. “His milk, at 760kg, looks good but then
you glance across at his SCC score, which is +10. So
that’s a massive no-no for me.”
James has been thorough, as always, with his analysis of
the list and explains that he always looks at the top 75,
if not the top 100, sires. “Even that far down there are
some incredible bulls and there’s so little between them
– particularly on the genomic list.”
It’s not until he’s out of the top 20 that he sees a couple
of sires he can relate to. The first is DG Charley, with a
PLI of £617. He’s –22 for SCC and +10.3 for fertility, with
a good balanced linear. James used him two years ago,
as a genomic sire, and already has some heifers milking
in the herd.

Genetic gain
“He’s come into his own – it’s good to see him in the
rankings. And his daughters are super and they are
certainly fertile. They all got back in calf quickly.”
He’s also pleased to see Agronaut in the rankings,
with a PLI of £613 and +2.87 for type merit. “He’s also
–25 for SCC and +10.8 for fertility. I haven’t used him
yet, but I would like to. He was out of my price range
as a young sire. Genomic bulls, particularly the top
ones, are a little pricey.
“But I can see that it would definitely be money well
spent now – and probably more affordable.”
Yet another fast genetic gain has promoted seven new
young sires into the top-10 ranking for genomic bulls
but the previous frontrunner, Genosource Captain, is
still in number-one position.
With a PLI of £861, Captain transmits high fat (50kg,
+0.14%) and excellent feed savings seen through a
negative Maintenance Index (–15). And his Fertility
Index is also an impressive +10.7. “There’s no doubt that
Genosource Captain
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he has really good figures,” says James. “And he also has
a good modern sire stack. He’s not a bad bull at all, but I
am wary about his chest width, body depth and stature,
as well as his condition score. That’s the whole cow, so
he’s not for me.”
In second place is new entry, Peak Alta Plinko (PLI £857).
This son of Progenesis Marius, from a Bomaz Alta
Topshot dam, is the highest transmitter of combined fat
and protein (47.6kg fat and +40.3kg protein) and also
transmits an impressive 1,038kg milk. “That’s huge –
there’s no denying that. And his SCC and fertility scores
are good. But he’s only 0.64 for type, which isn’t enough
for my herd.”

Cow family
It’s the next sire on the list, a close relative (also a Marius
x Alta Topshot but from a different cow family), Peak
Alta Zazzle, who is James’ pick of the top 10. “I’d choose
him over the number-two sire. He has slightly better
figures and is from a more solid cow family – Rudolph.
“I have made enquires and the price is a little high,
but I’ll go back and ask again. I would like him in my
AI flask.”
Denovo 15848 Kenmore ranks fourth (PLI £811),
transmitting good improvements to somatic cell count
(SCC –24) and good calf survival (CS +3.8). He too is newly
available since the previous genetic evaluations in April.
“For me he’s ‘just OK’ – I’m not blown away. He’s from
a decent cow family but there are sires in the list that
would be better suited to my breeding policy.”
In fifth place is DG Charley son, Denovo 14566 Crosby
(PLI £806), with excellent udder health figures (–27 SCC,
–4 Mastitis) as well as outstanding Lameness Advantage

James Tomlinson: “There’s
been a resurgence of sires
from strong cow families,
which is good news”
(+4.3). “I’ve used some semen already and have a small
crop of good calves on the ground. They’ve only just been
weaned but they’re strong and are already showing
promise. I really like what I see.”
Skipping to seventh place, Progenesis Banksy, with a PLI
of £794 and transmitting high milk (+1,006kg), is another
Mario son with a modern sire stack that’s caught James’
eye. “He’s just what I’m looking for and I will be getting
a price.”
Rounding off the top 10 is Aardema Pistolero (PLI £782),
offering the best daughter Fertility Index in the top 10
(+11.9). And he’s another sire that’s whet James’ appetite.
“He’s a sire that I’ve been looking for, with a strong cow
family line and a modern sire stack. He has really high
fertility and he ticks all the boxes for me.
“There does seem to be a resurgence in strong cow
families again, which is good news. That dropped away
for a while, but it’s come back. And there’s more to
choose from, as a result.”
Looking further down the list, Nortonhill R2D2, with
a PLI of £713, stood out for James. “Mainly because he’s
a UK-bred bull. But also because he’s an early Skywalker
son off a Superhero. He’s plus on teat length and has
a solid linear. I will be looking at getting a price for
him too.” l
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proven sires
Westcoast Guarantee
Westcoast Yamaska
Welcome Silver Griff
View-Home Littlerock
Hoanster Zanzibar
Progenesis Unicorn
Seagull-Bay Jo Dancer
Bellemont Perks
Pine-Tree Verona
Cookiecutter Harper

Boastful x Tango
Afterburner x Yoder
Silver x Supersire
Cashcoin x Robust
Armitage x Bowser
Spring x Tango
Josuper x Headliner
Pesky x Esquire
Spring x Supersire
Balisto x Epic

Semex
Semex
WWS UK
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Semex
Genus
Cogent
Genus
Genus

78
69
80
92
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119 13.8 –0.6
95 7.9 –1.2
52 8.6 –0.6
146 8.5 0.9
131 15.6 0.0
113 15.2 –0.3
85 0.3 –0.4
12 8.0 –0.3
49 9.1 –1.7
85 4.1 0.0
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2.3
1.7
1.5
2.7
2.6
1.5
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2.0
0.7

–0.95 –0.87 –0.05 –0.83
–0.83 1.92 1.50 1.97
0.42 1.08 0.75 1.11
1.38 0.06 0.86 0.69
–0.94 –0.98 –0.50 –0.80
–0.60 0.60 0.99 0.50
1.55 0.81 0.71 1.29
0.33 –0.93 0.53 0.00
1.69 0.46 1.13 1.25
0.82 0.90 1.04 1.23
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+717
+565
+499
+688
+434
+672
+428

+31.5
+35.7
+49.4
+28.9
+27.0
+25.0
+49.0
+36.3
+40.2
+33.2

+28.4
+26.6
+31.9
+25.8
+24.0
+20.3
+25.8
+28.6
+26.7
+29.9

+0.03
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+0.00
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+0.05
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737 –7 –25
696 10 –15
688
3 10
672 –20 –14
666
5 –18
666 –8 –19
664
4 –21
663 –8 –4
655
0 –9
651
9 –8

0.89
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TM

1.2
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udder

153 10.7 0.5
85 6.5 0.7
125 4.4 0.0
119 7.5 0.5
143 4.3 –0.7
101 9.2 0.0
131 5.4 –0.6
168 2.0 0.0
140 5.3 1.2
156 11.9 0.6

F&L

63 +927 +50.0 +32.8 +0.14 +0.03 861 –15 –12
63 +1038 +47.6 +40.3 +0.06 +0.07 857 –7 –17
63 +842 +53.2 +33.0 +0.21 +0.06 817 –2 –18
63 +862 +39.3 +33.1 +0.05 +0.05 811 –2 –24
66 +934 +40.6 +32.7 +0.03 +0.02 806 –4 –27
63 +374 +41.8 +28.4 +0.31 +0.19 798
9 –20
63 +1006 +41.9 +38.6 +0.02 +0.06 794
2 –19
63 +675 +44.9 +27.8 +0.20 +0.06 793 –17 –22
63 +656 +42.1 +29.5 +0.18 +0.09 788 –13 –17
64 +775 +36.3 +29.2 +0.06 +0.04 782 –6 –19
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Charl x Sabre
Marius x Topshot
Marius x Topshot
Kenobi x Frazzled
Charley x Rubicon
Glitz x Verona
Marius x Imax
Samsung x Frazzled
Kenobi x Raiden
Guarantee x Commander
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genomic sires
Genosource Captain
Peak Alta Plinko
Peak Alta Zazzle
Denovo 15848 Kenmore
Denovo 14566 Crosby
Denovo 3150 Generate
Progenesis Banksy
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Denovo 15826 Knight
Aardema Pistolero
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Table 1: Top 10 genomic and top 10 daughter-proven sires available in the UK ranked on PLI (source: AHDB Dairy and Holstein UK)
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